
Race Report: East Rutherford, NJ, April 27, 2019 

 

 

New Jersey was the penultimate round for the Eastern 

Regional riders.  Mitchell Oldenburg has been stepping 

up his game as the season has progressed.  This weekend 

he won his heat race and took his first main event 

podium. It was Justin Cooper’s hometown race and he was 

back up on the box, with a third-place finish. 

 

Qualifying: 

    250 Practice 1 Group A:  

Justin Cooper: 4th, 54.437 

Mitchell Oldenburg: 2nd, 53.953 



 

250 Practice 2 Group A:  

Justin Cooper: 8th, 55.529 

Mitchell Oldenburg: 2nd, 52.976 

 

               Overall Best Qualifying times: 

Mitchell Oldenburg was the second fastest qualifier, 

with a best lap time of 52.976.  Justin Cooper’s best 

time of 54.437 gave him the seventh qualifying spot. 

 

 

 

 

Heat Race 1: 

Oldenburg started out in front.  He made a mistake and 

lost the lead a few turns in.  Oldenburg then closed the 

gap and reclaimed the number one spot.  He went on to 

take his second heat win of the season.    



 

Heat Race 2: 

Justin Cooper started out in ninth.  He soon worked his 

way into fifth. After making a few more passes, Cooper 

found himself in second place.  However, a crash sent 

him back to fifth, which was where he finished. 

 

Main Event: 

The Monster Energy/Star Racing/Yamaha’s were fifth and 

sixth on the first lap, with Cooper ahead of Oldenburg.  

The two advanced through the field, then Oldenburg 

closed in on his teammate.  He made a pass, and moved 

into second.  He went on to take his first podium of the 

season.  Justin Cooper was next to finish, in third. 

 

 

 

 

Justin Cooper moves up to second in the rankings.  He is 

just nine points off the lead going into the final 



round.  Mitchell Oldenburg holds on to fifth position, 

but closes the points gap between him and fourth. 

 

 

 

The final round will be an East/West Showdown, which 

will take place at the Sam Boyd Stadium on May 4, 2019 

 

 

Pictures by: @octopi.media 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


